While beauty slept

by Elizabeth Blackwell
FICTION Blackwell

A Gothic retelling inspired by the
legend of Sleeping Beauty.

The wild girl

The fairy godmother

by Mercedes Lackey
SCIFIC FANTASY Lackey

The newest fairy godmother
tries to help three princes find
the women of their dreams.
Inspired by Cinderella.

Daughter of the forest

by Kate Forsyth
FICTION Forsyth

by Juliet Marillier
SCIFIC FANTASY Marillier

Inspired by the heartbreaking
romance of Wilhelm Grimm and
the woman who told him many of
his most famous tales.

To reclaim the lives of her
brothers, Sorcha leaves the only
safe place she has known and
starts on a journey of pain, loss,
and terror. Inspired by The Wild
Swans.

The snow child

Spinning silver

by Eowyn Ivey
FICTION Ivey

A childless couple in 1920’s Alaska
discover a little girl living in the
wilderness with a red fox as a
companion. Inspired by The
Snow Maiden.

Bitter greens

by Kate Forsyth

SCIFIC-FANTASY Forsyth
A story of desire, black magic and
love interweaves the Rapunzel
fairy tale with the true-life story of
French novelist Charlotte-Rose de
la Force.

RETOLD
FAIRY TALES

by Naomi Novik
SCIFIC FANTASY Novik

Miryam, the daughter and
granddaughter of money
lenders, is forced by her father’s
inability to collect his debts to
take matters into her own
hands.

Books putting a different spin
on folk, fairy tales and myth

Dreamer’s pool
By Juliet Marillier
SCIFIC FANTASY Marillier

After escaping wrongful
imprisonment, a magical healer is
duty-bound to assist anyone who
asks for her help. Inspired by
Irish mythology
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Wicked

Once upon a tower

The princess bride

by Gregory Maguire
SCIFIC FANTASY Maguire

by Eloisa James
FICTION James

by William Goldman
SCIFIC FANTASY Goldman

Winter rose

The girl in the tower

Set in Oz, Elphaba, the Wicked
Witch of the West makes plans to
avenge her sister’s death.

A romantic Rapunzel retelling
from James’ Fairy Tales series.

by Katherine Arden
SCIFIC FANTASY Arden

by Patricia A. McKillip
SCIFIC FANTASY McKIllip

Two sisters fall in love with
aristocrat who returns to claim
their father’s abandoned estate.
Inspired by Tam Lin.

Vasya is forced to choose
between marriage and life in a
convent. Inspired by Russian
folkore.

The seven sisters

A court of thorns and roses

by Lucinda Riley
FICTION Riley

Six adopted sisters are handed
tantalizing clues to their heritage
through the will of their wealthy,
deceased father. Inspired by the
Greek myth of Pleaides.

The bear & the nightingale
by Katherine Arden
SCIFIC FANTASY Arden
In a remote Russian village, a
stranger presents a father with a
unique gift for his newborn
daughter. Inspired by Russian
folklore.

by Sarah J. Maas
SCIFIC FANTASY Maas

.

Huntress Feyre is captured faeries
by for killing a wolf. A dark
fantasy series that is a mixture of
tales from Beauty and the Beast
to Tam Lin.

Anansi Boys
by Neil Gaiman
SCIFIC FANTASY Gaiman

Fat Charlie meets the twin brother
he never knew and is introduced
to exciting new ways to spend his
time. Inspired by West African
trickster tales.

A fractured fairy tale in which
Westley, a handsome farmhand,
rescues Princess Buttercup to
win her hand in marriage and
their happily ever after.

The mists of Avalon
by Marion Zimmer Bradley

SCIFIC FANTASY Bradley
A retelling of King Arthur legends
from the perspective of female
characters.

Circe
by Madeline Miller
FICTION Miller

A retelling of the Greek myth of
the sorceress Circe who turned
Odysseus’ crew into swine.

Gods of jade and shadow
By Silvia Moreno-Garcia
SCIFIC FANTASY MorenoGarcia

In 1920s Mexico a young
woman unwittingly awakens the
Mayan god of death and is
pulled into his plans for
vengeance. Inspired by
Mexican folklore.

